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Stablecoin Settlement Takes the Stage 
 
The UK government has announced plans to update the country’s payment regulations to include stablecoins as a 
recognised form of payment, with the intention of establishing the UK as a jurisdiction that welcomes decentralised forms of 
payment. According to a recent Treasury consultation on stablecoins, the legislation is likely to take the form of an 
amendment to the e-money framework (Electronic Money Regulations 2011 and Payment Service Regulations 2017), which 
will bring oversight of stablecoins into the remit of the Financial Conduct Authority. Although there are currently no details 
on what requirements UK stablecoin issuers would face, establishing a framework for the oversight and regulation of 
stablecoins in the UK will likely shape the development of the asset class, perhaps even around the world. It is possible that 
the FCA will consider relevant parts of CPSS-IOSCO’s Principles for Financial Market Infrastructures, 12 of which the BIS flags 
as applying to stablecoins and related operations, as discussed in the attached article originally published in November 2021. 
 
In further stablecoin-related news, blockchain developer Lightning Labs has announced the Taro protocol, a technology that 
will turn the Bitcoin network into a multi-asset blockchain by leveraging the increased metadata capabilities introduced by 
the recent Taproot update and the so-called Layer 2 Lightning Network, permitting extremely high volumes of transactions 
across multiple assets quickly and with low fees. The company’s primary intended use case is to power the creation of fiat-
pegged stablecoins to facilitate cross-border payments, particularly for emerging markets. The rationale is that the Bitcoin 
network has advantages in being the most decentralised blockchain and also arguably – as a result of its strategic choice to 
limit technical capabilities – the most secure. Assets would be created on the underlying Bitcoin blockchain and then 
transferred to the Lightning Network for transactions, crossing through the bitcoin cryptocurrency and thus continuing to 
increase bitcoin adoption and ongoing usage. If successful, Taro would compete not only with the traditional SWIFT 
communication network and the complex and expensive global correspondent banking system, but also with the Ethereum 
network which underpins most existing stablecoins. 
 
Worldpay, a US payment processing and technology provider which processes USD 726 billion in volume annually, has 
announced it will offer merchants direct settlement in popular stablecoin USDC. USDC, issued by Circle Internet Financial 
(Circle) and pegged to the US dollar, is the second largest stablecoin by market capitalisation with over USD 50 billion in 
circulation. Circle backs the stablecoin with a mix of cash, cash equivalents, and US treasuries. Worldpay will enable USDC 
settlement for both crypto-native and traditional companies, which it says will “drive corporate innovation in payments and 
benefit the consumer ecosystem.” This follows last week’s news that BNY Mellon is to act as the primary custodian for assets 
backing the USDC stablecoin. 
 

 

 

The UK’s stablecoin regulation announcement described above is part of a wider government plan to 
make the UK a global cryptoasset technology hub. Other measures in the plan include the introduction 
of a financial market infrastructure sandbox to facilitate innovation; the establishment of a Cryptoasset 
Engagement Group to work closely with the industry; and potential changes to the tax system to 
encourage cryptoasset developments. In a speech on 4 April, Economic Secretary to the Treasury John 
Glen also set out a vision for a flexible regulatory code that adapts to feedback from the Engagement 
Group and other industry forums, an ambition to move on from stablecoins to look at regulation of 
trading tokens such as bitcoin, and a review of the legal status of Decentralised Autonomous 
Organisations (DAOs) whose jurisdictions and governance frameworks can be hard to pin down. 
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Digital Asset Developments 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/1066166/O-S_Stablecoins_consultation_response.pdf
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/04/05/bitcoin-powers-a-fast-new-way-to-send-us-dollars-around-the-world.html
https://www.finextra.com/newsarticle/40022/worldpay-to-offer-merchants-direct-settlement-in-usdc
https://www.coindesk.com/business/2022/03/31/bny-mellon-to-custody-assets-backing-circles-usdc-stablecoin/
https://www.coindesk.com/business/2022/03/31/bny-mellon-to-custody-assets-backing-circles-usdc-stablecoin/
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/government-sets-out-plan-to-make-uk-a-global-cryptoasset-technology-hub
https://www.finextra.com/newsarticle/39999/ifgs-2022-hm-treasury-confirms-regulation-of-stablecoin-use
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The 2022 Bitcoin Conference concluded on Saturday, producing some notable developments and 
insights from industry leaders. This year’s conference saw the mining industry take centre stage, with 
the sector responsible for almost half of the exhibition space. Perhaps the most notable development 
was the announcement that electric vehicle and battery maker Tesla, payments provider Block, and 
blockchain technology firm Blockstream will collaborate to mine Bitcoin using solar power in an attempt 
to reduce the network’s energy consumption. Tesla CEO Elon Musk has been a vocal critic of Bitcoin’s 
energy intensive proof-of-work consensus mechanism, with the annualised consumption of the network 
currently estimated to be 144.30 TWh – more than 0.5% of global electricity production. This private 
sector effort to improve the sustainability of the crypto industry remains at odds with attempts by some 
EU lawmakers – removed from the draft Markets in Crypto-Assets regulation just two weeks ago – to 
propose a complete ban on energy intensive blockchains. 

 

Gary Gensler, Chair of the US Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), has revealed that the SEC is 
exploring how to split supervision of digital asset service providers with the Commodity Futures Trading 
Commission (CFTC). He stated that, as most providers offer services related to tokens fitting the 
definition of securities as well as commodities, neither agency could act as a sole regulator. Gensler 
emphasised that investors should be protected in the same way they are when using traditional 
regulated exchanges. He suggested that to achieve this there may need to be a segregation of token 
custody between investor assets and assets belonging to exchanges. 

 

The newly passed ERC-4626 Ethereum standard is gaining considerable traction within decentralised 
finance (DeFi) communities due to its potential yield-bearing benefits. 25 Ethereum Request for 
Comments (ERC) standards have been introduced, the most popular of which are the ERC-20 standard, 
responsible for fungible tokens; the ERC-721 standard, defining non-fungible tokens (NFTs); and the ERC-
1155 standard, which sets out single smart contract multi-tokens. The new ERC-4626 standard, also 
known as the tokenised vault standard, is an addition to the ERC-20 standard that allows for the 
standardisation of tokenised vault strategies. A vaulting strategy is the process of locking a token on one 
chain so it can be minted into a new token that you can use on a different chain. This newly minted 
‘wrapped; token represents the original underlying token but is compatible with other blockchains. This 
interoperability is vital to the DeFi ecosystem as it allows tokens to be used across different chains in 
order to perform various economic tasks required in yield generating processes. As there is no standard 
interface for such a token, a series of complex and error prone custom connectors – designed to deal 
with each unique variation – is required to facilitate this cross-chain interoperability. By standardising 
this process, the new ERC-4626 standard will enhance the ‘composability’ (compatibility) and accessibility 
of yield-bearing vaults across Ethereum and EVM compatible chains (Ethereum-compatible sidechains), 
providing a safer and more efficient experience for both DeFi developers and users. It will save 
developers considerable time and money, while simultaneously reducing the potential for errors in the 
vaulting process. 

 EU Digital Finance Platform Launches (Finextra) 

 The FDIC Wants US Banks to Report on Current and Intended Crypto-Related Activities (Cointelegraph) 

 New York Senate Authorizes NYDFS to ‘Assess’ Crypto Companies (CoinDesk) 

News Links 

https://thomasmurraydigital.com/
https://thomasmurraydigital.com/
https://b.tc/conference/
https://www.coindesk.com/business/2022/04/10/bitcoin-2022-miami-mining-gets-its-moment-under-the-sun/
https://www.reuters.com/technology/tesla-block-blockstream-mine-bitcoin-off-solar-power-texas-cnbc-2022-04-08/
https://ccaf.io/cbeci/index
https://www.pymnts.com/cryptocurrency/2022/sec-chair-emphasizes-investor-protection-in-crypto-regulation/
https://www.pymnts.com/cryptocurrency/2022/sec-chair-emphasizes-investor-protection-in-crypto-regulation/
https://cointelegraph.com/news/yearn-finance-advocates-for-the-adoption-of-erc-4626-tokenized-vault-standard
https://medium.com/monolith/understanding-defi-composability-explained-70f93d9c0f01
https://www.finextra.com/newsarticle/40043/eu-digital-finance-platform-launches
https://cointelegraph.com/news/the-fdic-wants-us-banks-to-report-on-current-and-intended-crypto-related-activities
https://www.coindesk.com/policy/2022/04/09/new-york-senate-authorizes-nydfs-to-assess-crypto-companies/
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 Singapore Aims to Streamline Financial Watchdog’s Authority Over Crypto Firms (Cointelegraph) 

   Jurisdictions in Honduras, Portugal Unveil Bitcoin Adoption Plans (The Block) 

 Georgian Central Bank Prepares Legislation to Regulate the Crypto Market (Cointelegraph) 

 Copper Raids Bank of America for New Prime Talent (Finextra) 

 Former Citi Trio Launch Crypto Investment Management Firm (The Block) 

 Gemini, Chainalysis and 11 Others Join Crypto Market Integrity Coalition (Cointelegraph) 

   Goldman Sachs to Offer Over-The-Counter ETH Options (The Block) 

   Luna Foundation Guard Buys $100 Million in AVAX Tokens for Stablecoin Reserve (The Block) 

 Inflows to Canadian Bitcoin ETFs Hit All-Time High: Glassnode (Cointelegraph) 

Riksbank has published a report summarising the results of Phase 2 of the e-krona pilot project. Phase 2 involved 
technical testing, the results of which revealed it is possible to integrate the CBDC with banks and other payment service 
providers existing internal systems; and that it would be possible to conduct offline e-krona transactions, although this 
would involve some risks. The project also concluded that from a legal perspective the CBDC would be regarded as an 
electronic form of cash. Phase 3 of the pilot project is already underway and will investigate the specific requirements of 
the CBDC if the decision is made to issue one. The central bank has also published a Request for Information, aiming to 
“gain a concrete understanding of possible suppliers and technical options that can form the basis for an operational e-
krona.” 

Targeted Consultation on a Digital Euro (European Commission) 

South African Reserve Bank Publishes Report on Project Khokha 2 (South African Reserve Bank) 

More Than Three-Quarters of Central Banks Considering a CBDC: Research (Cointelegraph) 

CBDC Corner 
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https://cointelegraph.com/news/singapore-aims-to-streamline-financial-watchdog-s-authority-over-crypto-firms
https://www.theblockcrypto.com/post/141087/honduras-portgual-jurisdictions-bitcoin-adoption
https://cointelegraph.com/news/georgian-central-bank-prepares-legislation-to-regulate-the-crypto-market
https://www.finextra.com/newsarticle/40052/copper-raids-bank-of-america-for-new-prime-talent
https://www.theblockcrypto.com/linked/141216/former-citi-trio-launch-crypto-investment-management-firm
https://cointelegraph.com/news/gemini-chainalysis-and-11-others-join-crypto-market-integrity-coalition
https://www.theblockcrypto.com/post/140869/goldman-sachs-to-offer-over-the-counter-eth-options
https://www.theblockcrypto.com/linked/141136/luna-foundation-guard-buys-100-million-in-avax-tokens-for-stablecoin-reserve
https://cointelegraph.com/news/inflows-to-canadian-bitcoin-etfs-hit-all-time-high-glassnode
https://www.riksbank.se/en-gb/press-and-published/notices-and-press-releases/notices/2022/new-report-from-the-e-krona-pilot-project/
https://www.riksbank.se/en-gb/press-and-published/notices-and-press-releases/notices/2022/request-for-information-rfi-within-the-framework-of-the-e-krona-project/
https://ec.europa.eu/info/consultations/finance-2022-digital-euro_en
https://www.resbank.co.za/content/dam/sarb/publications/media-releases/2022/project-khokha-2/Project%20Khokha%202%20Summary%20Report%206%20April%202022.pdf
https://cointelegraph.com/news/more-than-three-quarters-of-central-banks-considering-a-cbdc-research

